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NEW QUESTION: 1
A customer wants to implement a User Privacy Option for all My
CallPilot users. How can the administrator let the users
self-administer the privacy option?
A. In the Name Dialing settings of the Messaging Management
page, deselect Name Dialing and Name Addressing.
B. In the Privacy and Blocking settings of the User Creation
Template, deselect Name Dialable by External Callers.
C. In the Desktop and Web Messaging Configuration settings of
the Mai/box Class Details page, select Allow User to Hide Entry
in Address Book.
D. In the Mailbox settings of Security Administration, deselect
Name Dialing and Name Addressing.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Scenario: A Citrix Engineer is configuring the NetScaler
appliance for SSL offloading. The XenMobile Server is named
xms.domain.com.
The following is a list of the certificates installed on the
NetScaler: - *.domain.com - wildcard server certificate
-cacerts.pem - devices certificate
-xms.domain.com - server certificate for the XenMobile Server
-dc-1-CA.cer - Root certificate for *.domain.com
The engineer needs to configure an SSL Load Balancing virtual
server for HTTPS 443 bound with __________ and the XenMobile
Server service to use __________. (Choose the correct set of
options to complete the sentence.)
A. *.domain.com and dc-1-CA.cer; HTTPS 443 bound with
xms.domain.com
B. *.domain.com and cacerts.pem; HTTP 80
C. *.domain.com and dc-1-Ccer; HTTP 80
D. *.domain.com and cacerts.pem; HTTPS 443 bound with
xms.domain.com
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A new user reports that they are unable to login to the
corporate network on their desktop but they are able to access
the WLAN from their mobile device. After further inspection,
the technician realizes that the wall port is not wired
correctly. Which of the following tools would be used to
permanently restore network connectivity to the desktop?
A. Wireless locator
B. Crimper
C. Tethering with mobile device

D. Punchdown tool
Answer: D
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